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A comprehensive collector's guide listing more than 2,500 Peanuts items. 1,400 photos, 400 in

color.
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Love the Peanuts collectors guide. Very detailed and has great information.

I was greatly disappointed in the book. While it has lots of Great pictures and information, the editor,

freddy Margoline has to let us know time and again how big her collection is or how she has

personally met Mr. Schulz and stuff like that. I just never got a "Happiness is" feeling from this book

like I got from the Andrea Podley and Derrick Bang book. That book (Peanuts Collectibles:

Identification & Value Guide) really does give the "Happiness is a Peanuts Collection" feeling in the

spirit that Sparky would appreciate. So if you can only get one book on Peanuts Collecting, get the

Podley one - it has a "Happy" soul.

no comment

Freddi's book is a MUST HAVE for anyone collecting or dealing in Peanuts memorabilia. The layout

of the book is fabulous and you only have to go to the index to find exactly which page you need to

be on unlike other guides that give you a ballpark topic. You want bobbleheads, look up



bobbleheads etc! The pricing is fair and not out of this world. Some folks like to charge outlandish

prices for Peanuts items but this book gives you the real scoop on what something is worth, so don't

be fooled by those who tell you an item is rare and worth $100 when this book will tell you it was

made yesterday and on;y worth what was originally paid for it.The pictures are great, lots of them

and clear and concise, not to mention they show the item as it should be, in pristine condition.The

Collectors Corner in the back of the book is great too because it gets you up close and personal

with others who are just as crazy about Peanuts as you might be. You are not alone in your

craziness!BUY THIS BOOK!

I have been collecting Peanuts for over 15 years. This book is the first I reach for when deciding to

purchase an item. The index thoroughly covers the book making it easy to get to an item right away.

The book has a great coverage of Peanuts collectibles in a logically organized manner. The pictures

are professionally taken and in full color. The item descriptions are helpful and concise with

production dates, manufacturers, dimensions and price ranges.Beyond being a pricing guide, this

book also contains a tribute to Charles M. Schulz, an overview of how the evaluations of price were

determined, collecting tips every Peanuts Collector should know, a collector's corner with photos of

Peanuts Collectors' collections, Peanuts Collector's Clubs and activities, and more.I highly

recommend this book for every Peanuts Collector.

I'm not truly a peanuts collector per se...I don't pursue any item I can find depicting the Charles

Schulz characters. But I am a big Peanuts fan and I do collect certain items such as holiday themed

items and other odds and ends. There are a few other Peanuts guides out there but I think this is

the best. It lists over 2000 items with over 1000 photographs. In somewhat unique fashion the

author has categorized the items by the room in your home where you would find these pieces. In

case that doesn't work there is a very thorough index.The information provided is about as thorough

as one could expect with the name of the maker, date, price, size, etc...In addition there is some

good reference material noting other Peanuts collectors and clubs. Nicely done.

This is the best Peanuts Collectors' book ever! It contains excellent pictures and the price values

are right on target. These Peanuts collectibles are organized by where you might find them in your

home, so it is user friendly. (i.e. Peanuts in the kitchen, bathroom, playroom etc.) It has been very

helpful for shopping at auctions on the internet. I have even been able to find items by their

discription when the seller has not provided a picture. This book is great and well worth its price.
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